Abstract-Detection of awareness in patients with consciousness disorders is a challenge that can be facilitated by functional neuroimaging. We elaborated a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) protocol to detect covert activity in altered states of consciousness. We hypothesized that passive listening to narratives with graduated emotional charge triggers graduated cerebral activations. The fMRI protocol was designed in healthy subjects for further clinical applications. The emotional charge was graduated using voice familiarity and long-term declarative memory content: low emotional charge, unknown person telling general semantic memory; mean emotional charge, relative telling the same narratives; high emotional charge, same relative telling autobiographical memory. Autobiographical memory was subdivided into semantic autobiographical memory and episodic autobiographical memory. The protocol proved efficient at triggering graduated cerebral activations: low emotional charge, superior temporal gyri and sulci; mean emotional charge, same as low emotional charge plus bilateral premotor cortices and left inferior frontal gyrus; high emotional charge, cingulate, temporal, frontal, prefrontal and angular areas, thalamus and cerebellum. Semantic autobiographical memory revealed larger activations than episodic autobiographical memory. Independent ROI analysis confirmed the preponderant contribution of narratives with autobiographical memory content in triggering cerebral activation, not only in autobiographical memory-sensitive areas, but also in voice-sensitive, language-sensitive and semantic memorysensitive areas. Ó 2017 Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of IBRO.
INTRODUCTION
The detection of awareness in patients with chronic consciousness disorders has attracted a growing interest in the last decade (Ferna´ndez-Espejo and Owen, 2013; Giacino et al., 2014; Gosseries et al., 2014) . Identifying signs of awareness in severely braindamaged patients is of upmost importance for the medical staff to set up the care plan in close cooperation with relatives (Graham et al., 2014; Gilutz et al., 2015) . In this very particular clinical context, the detection of awareness is a key milestone for the characterization of the state of consciousness, namely vegetative or minimally conscious. Functional brain imaging, particularly functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), makes it possible to reveal covert residual cognitive function (Owen and Coleman, 2008; Monti et al., 2009; Coleman and Pickard, 2011; Laureys and Schiff, 2012; Di Perri et al., 2014) : such as speech processing (Coleman et al., 2007; Ferna´ndez-Espejo et al., 2008; Bekinschtein et al., 2011) or emotional processing with different stimuli such as the patient's own name (Perrin et al., 2006; Di et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2015) , familiar faces (Menon et al., 1998; Sharon et al., 2013) or familiar voices (Machado et al., 2007; Eickhoff et al., 2008; Piperno et al., 2012) .
In an effort to improve the detection of covert cerebral activity in clinical settings of severe chronic disorders of consciousness, we aimed to elaborate an fMRI protocol using an emotional trigger, widely empirically used at bedside, for the detection of language-related behavior. We propose an experimental design with graduated emotional charge liable to increase awareness (Tsuchiya and Adolphs, 2007; Perrin et al., 2015) . Emotional experience is described by valence (how negative or positive) and arousal (how calming or exciting) (Russell, 1980; Posner et al., 2005) . High valence and arousal enhance long-term declarative memory (D'Argembeau et al., 2003; Kensinger, 2004; Buchanan, 2007 semantic and autobiographical memory. General semantic memory (SM) refers to general knowledge independent of personal experience and the spatiotemporal context in which it was acquired (Tulving, 1972) . Autobiographical memory (AM) encompasses both memory for general knowledge about one's life (semantic autobiographical memory, SAM) and memory for personal events embedded within a specific spatiotemporal context (episodic autobiographical memory, EAM) (Tulving, 1985 (Tulving, , 2002 . For example, ''A cat is a small domesticated felid", ''Your cat is black and is called Loki" and ''You saw Loki for the first time at the RSPCA this last October 22nd" are narratives with SM, SAM and EAM content, respectively. SAM and EAM have been explored in neuropsychological studies of patients with memory disorders (see e.g. Grilli and Verfaellie, 2014) , but to our knowledge there are few fMRI studies on the anatomic components of the autobiographical memory (Martinelli et al., 2013; Picard et al., 2013; Araujo et al., 2014; Kalenzaga et al., 2014) .
In our study, graduation of emotional charge in narratives was ensured by voice familiarity and longterm declarative memory content: narratives spoken by a relative are more emotionally charged than narratives spoken by an unknown person, and narratives with AM content are more emotionally charged than narratives with SM content.
We used our fMRI protocol in healthy subjects in order to study the impact of graduated emotional charge on the cerebral blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) signal according to speech, voice familiarity and declarative memory, enabling us to construct a control group. We first focused on the serial graduation of triggers and the location of related cerebral activations, in a whole-brain analysis. We then performed a region of interest (ROI) analysis in four sets of independent regions defined in the literature involved respectively in voice processing, speech processing, semantic memory and autobiographical memory. We hypothesized that passive listening to narratives with graduated emotional charge should trigger graduated cerebral activations: the higher the charge, the larger the recruitment of brain networks engaged in emotional processing and related behavior.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES Participants
Twenty healthy adult volunteers participated in the fMRI study as control group to establish reference data for later clinical study. Data from one participant had to be discarded due to discomfort during the scanning, prompting the volunteer to prematurely stop the experiment. The final dataset included 19 participants (10 females; 16 right-handed, 2 left-handed and 1 ambidextrous; age = 27.9 ± 9.6 years).
For each participant, one relative (first degree or partner) was involved for audio recordings of narratives. All participants were French native speakers with no history of neurological or psychiatric disorders. To rule out radiological signs of pathology, a senior consultant in neuroradiology (B.J.) performed assessments of the anatomical scans of each subject. This study followed all legislation governing biomedical research (Ethics Review Board, Sud-Est 6, AU 890; recording number 2011-A00300-41). All participants and relatives provided written informed consent and were compensated for taking part in the experiment.
fMRI paradigm design
The task consisted of passive listening to narratives. The block design was divided into five conditions (Table 1) : (1) silence, except the noise of scanner; (2) unintelligible narratives with unfamiliar voice (i.e. narratives as defined in (3), played backward, matching the originals in terms of acoustic characteristics but without phonological properties and linguistic content, as described by Ferna´ndez-Espejo et al. (2008) ; (3) low emotional charge (Low EC), unknown person telling general semantic memory (SM); (4) mean emotional charge (Mean EC), relative telling the same SM narratives; (5) high emotional charge (High EC), same relative telling autobiographical memory (AM).
The full stimulation protocol, including the five conditions, was applied to every subject. The Low EC narratives were the same for all subjects (read by a male French speaker with vivid intonation) and contained neither recall instruction nor subject's forename. All blocks of High EC narratives began with recall instruction and the subject's forename, e.g. ''Remember, Paul, . . .", thus increasing emotional charge. Their content was about either general information on the subject's own life, i.e. semantic autobiographical memory (High EC_SAM, 10 participants, 5 females, age = 27.8 ± 8.7 years) or specific events experienced by the subject at a particular time and place, i.e. episodic autobiographical memory (High EC_EAM, 9 participants, 5 females, age = 28.1 ± 11 years). Memories were chosen by the relative, with the instruction of an emotional charge with positive valence for SAM and positive valence and high arousal for EAM. The gender of relatives was equally distributed in the EAM and SAM groups (3 male speakers for each) to avoid any gender-specific speaker effect potentially influencing the cortical processing of sounds (Sokhi et al., 2005) . In the SAM group, the Mean EC condition was subdivided into two subgroups, with and without recall instruction and subject's forename, for further between-group analysis.
All narratives were recorded using a digital voice recorder and post-processed with Audacity (http:// audacity.sourceforge.net) for sound volume and length harmonization, as well as to produce reverse narratives. Stimuli were aurally presented with scanner-compatible headphones via E-Prime 2.0 (Psychology Software Tools, Inc.).
The experiment was divided into two runs to minimize session duration in an effort to account for further clinical application in patients with disorders of consciousness prone to unanticipated spontaneous movements, which could increase motion-induced data loss. Each run contained the five conditions, with five blocks per condition, at a block length of 12 s and a variable inter-block interval of 0 to 1 s. The order of the 5 conditions and inter-block intervals was randomized. The total length of the two runs was 11 min and 18 s.
MRI acquisition
Images were acquired using a 3 T MRI scanner (GE, Discovery MR750) with a 32-channel head coil. Highresolution T 1 -weighted structural images were obtained with a three-dimensional inversion recovery gradientecho sequence (BRAVO), yielding 288 interleaved slices of 1.4-mm thickness in the axial plane (TR = 8.8 s, TE = 3.6 ms, TI = 400 ms, flip angle = 12°, FOV = 240 mm; resulting voxel size = 0.47 Â 0.47 Â 0.7 mm 3 ). Functional MRI acquisition was performed using a whole-brain gradientecho EPI sequence (interleaved acquisition resulting in 48 contiguous axial slices of 4-mm thickness: TR = 3 s, TE = 30 ms, flip angle = 90°, FOV = 240 mm; resulting voxel size = 3.75 Â 3.75 Â 4 mm 3 ), and 113 volumes were acquired on each run.
fMRI data preprocessing
Data preprocessing and statistical analyses were performed using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM8, Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, www.fil.ion. ucl.ac.uk/spm), implemented in MATLAB R2012a (The Mathworks). The first 5 volumes were discarded as dummy scans. Images were slice-time-corrected with reference to the acquisition time of the middle slice, and spatially realigned. The T1 structural volume was coregistered to the functional data, and spatially normalized onto the Montreal Neurological Institute template. The functional data were spatially normalized using the same parameters. The voxels were resampled at 4 Â 4 Â 4 mm 3 . The fMRI volumes were smoothed using an isotropic 8-mm full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel. A voxel-wise analysis of the BOLD signal was computed by applying the general linear model. Within the model, the experiment conditions were used as regressors and the motion parameters determined by realignment were used as covariates. Data were filtered using a high-pass filter (cut-off period of 128 s). After model estimation, t contrasts were performed.
Whole-brain analysis
Data analysis was performed according to the following four domains of analysis: emotional gradient, speech processing, voice familiarity processing and declarative memory.
Emotional gradient was assessed using the following contrasts: SM narratives spoken by an unknown person versus silence, Low EC > Silence; SM narratives spoken by a familiar voice versus silence, Mean EC > Silence; AM narratives spoken by a familiar voice versus silence, High EC > Silence.
Speech processing was assessed using the following contrasts: unintelligible narratives versus silence, Unintelligible > Silence, segregating regions involved in speech auditory processing; narratives played forward versus narratives played backward, Low EC > Unintelligible, for linguistic processing.
Voice familiarity processing was assessed using narratives spoken by a relative versus spoken by an unknown person, Mean EC > Low EC.
Declarative memory was assessed using the following contrasts: autobiographical memory (AM) versus semantic memory (SM), High EC > Mean EC, probing the AM component; episodic autobiographical memory (EAM) versus SM, High EC_EAM > Mean EC, probing the EAM component; semantic autobiographical memory (SAM) versus SM, High EC_SAM > Mean EC, probing the SAM component; SM versus AM, Mean EC > High EC, probing the SM component.
The one-sample t test was used for the contrast analyses, and the probability threshold value was set to 0.05 with family-wise error (FWE) corrected for the whole brain and a minimum cluster extent of two contiguous voxels (k = 2). Small volume correction (SVC) using the theory of random fields (Worsley et al., 1996) was used for the contrast between familiar voice versus unfamiliar voice (Mean EC > Low EC). The volume of interest was determined within the Automated Anatomical Labeling (AAL) human brain atlas (TzourioMazoyer et al., 2002) and contained bilateral superior, middle temporal gyri and temporopolar areas, in accordance with a priori knowledge (Belin et al., 2000; Kriegstein and Giraud, 2004) . SVC was also applied to EAM and SAM analyses, using the volume contrasted between AM and SM.
Between-group analysis was performed to isolate recall instruction and subject's forename-specific activations, interfering with the analysis of voice familiarity and declarative memory: Mean EC_with > Low EC versus Mean EC_without > Low EC. The two-sample t test was used in this between-group analysis.
Thresholded SPM clusters were exported to the MRIcron software package (http://www. mccauslandcenter.sc.edu/mricro/mricron/index.html) (Rorden et al., 2007) to enable visualization of significant voxels in a T1 template (ICBM 2009b Nonlinear Asymmetric) (Fonov et al., 2009 ) and a Brodmann template, both within the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) coordinates.
ROI-set analysis
We also estimated the graduation of the BOLD signal on different ROI-sets (Poldrack, 2007) using the MarsBaR toolbox (Brett et al., 2002) . In order to avoid circularity (Kriegeskorte et al., 2009) , the ROI-sets were created using independent data. Four ROI-sets were built from peak coordinates of previously published fMRI studies or reviews exploring the cerebral regions associated with: voice processing (Belin et al., 2000) , Voice ROI-set; language processing (Ferstl et al., 2008) , Language ROIset; semantic memory (Binney et al., 2010) , SM ROIset; and autobiographical memory (Spreng et al., 2009 ), AM ROI-set (Table 2) . Talairach coordinates were converted to MNI coordinates using the MNI2Tal atlas available online via the BioImage Suite at Yale University (http://bioimagesuite.yale.edu/mni2tal/; Lacadie at al., 2008) . Eight-mm radius spheres were drawn around each set of peak coordinates and combined into a ROI-set. Voxels without BOLD signal across the 19 subjects were removed from analysis.
Mean beta weights were extracted from the ROI-sets for the five regressors used in the general linear model, i.e. the five conditions (Silence, Unintelligible, Low EC, Mean EC and High EC). Beta weights correspond to the regression slope and quantify the contribution of each condition of the experimental paradigm in explaining the observed time course of BOLD signal, i.e. parameter estimates (Friston et al., 1995) . In the case of multiple linear regression, beta weights can be over 1 in absolute value. A negative beta weight corresponds to a decrease in BOLD signal, while a positive beta weight corresponds to an increase. A random effects analysis was run to compute t statistics with Bonferroni's correction within each ROI-set in the group of 19 subjects.
RESULTS

Recall instruction and subject's forename
Recall instruction and subject's forename did not trigger detectable cerebral activation, even at a less restrictive statistical threshold without FWE correction (uncorrected p < 0.001, k = 2). We thus assumed that recall was implicit, occurring even in the absence of recall instruction, and that hearing one's own forename once was not sufficient for BOLD-detectable variations. For the four domains of analysis, location and volume of activation clusters are reported in Table 3 .
Emotional gradient. Low EC (versus Silence) elicited the bilateral middle and superior temporal gyri, particularly in the left hemisphere (larger clusters and higher T-scores), including higher order associative auditory cortices (Fig. 1A) .
Mean EC (versus Silence) elicited the same regions as Low EC, as well as bilateral premotor cortices and left inferior frontal gyrus (Fig. 1B) .
High EC (versus Silence) triggered a large bilateral pattern of activation encompassing the middle and superior temporal gyri, the temporopolar areas, the posterior cingulate and retrosplenial cortices, the medial temporal lobes, the medial frontal lobes, the middle and inferior frontal gyri, the thalami, the cerebellum, particularly in the left hemisphere (larger clusters and higher T-scores) except for the cerebellum. Left angular gyrus activation was also observed (Fig. 1C) .
Speech processing
Listening to unintelligible narratives (versus Silence) elicited bilateral activation of the superior temporal gyri and sulci, both predominantly in the left hemisphere ( Fig. 2A) . The contrast between narratives played forward (Low EC) and backward (Unintelligible) revealed activations in the left superior temporal sulcus, the left caudate nucleus body, the bilateral hippocampi and the anterior section of the right collateral sulcus (Fig. 2B) . No significant differences were found between right and left-handed subjects (p < 0.05, FWE-corrected).
Voice familiarity
We observed bilateral activation in the superior temporal sulci (Fig. 2C) , with SVC applied to the contrast between familiar (Mean EC) and unfamiliar (Low EC) voices. No significant differences were found between right-and left-handed subjects (p < 0.05, FWEcorrected).
Declarative memory
High EC (versus Mean EC) elicited a large pattern of activation encompassing (Fig. 3A ): (i) medial regions, the bilateral medial occipital, frontal, prefrontal cortices and the left precuneus; (ii) limbic regions, the bilateral retrosplenial, posterior and anterior cingulate cortices, the hippocampi and the parahippocampal gyri; (iii) temporal regions, the left superior, middle, fusiform and inferior gyri, the right superior temporal sulcus and the left temporopolar area; (iv) lateral frontal regions, the left middle and inferior frontal gyri, the right inferior frontal gyrus; (v) bilateral activations of the thalami, the cerebellum, and the angular gyri.
High EC_EAM (versus Mean EC) elicited activation within the right lingual gyrus, but only one significant voxel was found at p < 0.05 (FWE-corrected). SVC within the volume-of-interest determined by the previous contrast (High EC versus Mean EC) revealed activation in the left retrosplenial and posterior cingulate cortices, the bilateral lingual gyri, the left premotor cortex and the bilateral supplementary motor areas, the left fusiform gyrus, parahippocampal gyrus and hippocampus (Fig. 3B) .
High EC_SAM (versus Mean EC) elicited activations in the bilateral posterior cingulate cortices, predominantly in the left hemisphere, the left middle temporal and fusiform gyri, the right middle temporal gyrus, the right cerebellum, the right parahippocampal gyrus, the bilateral thalami and the left angular gyrus (Fig. 3C) .
As the number of subjects was different between the two groups High EC_EAM (n = 9) and High EC_SAM (n = 10), a jackknife resampling was done in order to avoid size effect. Statistical analysis in the High EC_SAM group for the 10 subgroups of 9 subjects revealed that even in the worst-case scenario, High EC_SAM remains superior to High EC_EAM in terms of cluster size of significant voxels, i.e. from 66 to 115 voxels versus just 1 voxel for High EC_EAM.
Mean EC (versus High EC) triggered activation in the right supramarginal gyrus (Fig. 3D) .
ROI-set analysis. The beta weights for High EC were greater in the four ROI-sets: Voice (t = 5.36; p = 0.00009), Language (t = 4.45, p = 0.0006), SM (t = 4.72, p = 0.0003) and AM (t = 7.78, p = 0.000001). In voice and language ROI-sets, beta weights gradually increased from Silence to Unintelligible to Low EC to Mean EC to High EC. In SM ROI-set, Unintelligible did not differ from Silence, contrary to semantically meaningful narratives, i.e. Low EC, Mean EC and High EC. In AM ROI-set, only narratives with autobiographical content, i.e. High EC, differed significantly from Silence. The results are summarized in Fig. 4 .
DISCUSSION
Our goal was to use an experimental fMRI paradigm designed for the detection of covert activity in healthy subjects for further clinical application in chronic consciousness disorders. We explored graduated emotional charge, hypothesizing that higher emotional charge, i.e. voice familiarity and autobiographical memory, would recruit larger networks engaged in emotional processing and related behavior. Increasing the emotional gradient extended the recruitment of cerebral areas, from low to high emotional charge, up to cingulate, temporal, frontal, prefrontal and angular areas, thalamus and cerebellum. Speech processing engaged auditory areas and memory-related circuits. Voice familiarity activated the superior temporal sulci. Autobiographical memory elicited the largest pattern of activation, encompassing cingulate, temporal, frontal, prefrontal and angular areas, visual cortex, thalamus and cerebellum. Semantic autobiographical memory revealed larger activations than episodic autobiographical memory. The capacity of high emotional narratives to trigger the greater increase in BOLD signal was confirmed by independent ROI Table 3 . Patterns of activation. Activated regions in emotional gradient, speech and voice processing, and declarative memory analyses. The last four columns (x, y, z and T-score) refer to the main activation peak in the cluster or in the brain structure if clustering is extensive; coordinates refer to the Montreal Neurological Institute coordinate system; L, left; R, right; BA, Brodmann area. See Table 1 for conditions designation. Statistical significance threshold was set to p < 0.05 (FWE-corrected) with a minimum cluster extent of two contiguous voxels. Fig. 1 . Emotional gradient. Cerebral activation during passive listening to narratives with low emotional charge (A), mean emotional charge (B) and high emotional charge (C) compared to silence (see Table 3 for an extensive description). Slice MNI coordinates are z = À15, 2, 34, 50; x = 0; the right hemisphere is on the right side. Statistical significance threshold was set to p < 0.05 (FWE-corrected) with a minimum cluster extent of two contiguous voxels.
analysis in voice-sensitive, language-sensitive and declarative memory-sensitive areas.
Emotional gradient
Our analysis of the Low EC condition confirmed the involvement of the bilateral superior and middle temporal gyri (Binder et al., 2008) . The Mean EC condition, with the same narratives spoken by a relative, elicited the same activations plus the bilateral premotor cortices and the left pars opercularis involved in speech perception (Wilson et al., 2004; Iacoboni, 2008) and auditory attention for speech comprehension Osnes et al., 2011) . These prefrontal activations in the Mean EC condition could be explained by enhanced auditory attention while hearing a relative, in the noisy environment of the scanner.
Listening to High EC narratives elicited a large activation pattern partially overlapping with the default mode network (DMN) observed during resting state (Buckner et al., 2008) , i.e. posterior cingulate and retrosplenial cortices, medial prefrontal cortices, medial temporal lobes and left angular gyrus. DMN activity is spontaneously generated by internal-self thoughts such as concerns and experiences in everyday life (AndrewsHanna et al., 2014b; Raichle, 2015) . DMN-like activations observed outside resting state have been reported during retrieval of autobiographical memory (Kim, 2010; Spreng and Grady, 2010; Ino et al., 2011; Bado et al., 2014; Andrews-Hanna et al., 2014a) . Self-referential processing, which is the process of experiencing stimuli as they relate to one's self, has been associated with greater activity in the cortical midline structures comprising the medial prefrontal cortex, the anterior and posterior cingulate cortices (Kelley et al., 2002; Northoff and Bermpohl, 2004; Northoff et al., 2006) , with the medial prefrontal Fig. 2 . Speech and Voice familiarity processing. Cerebral activation during passive listening to unintelligible speech rather than silence (A), intelligible speech rather than unintelligible speech (B), and familiar voice rather than non-familiar voice (C) (see Table 3 for an extensive description). Slice MNI coordinates are z = À18, 0, 20; x = À52; the right hemisphere is on the right side. Statistical significance threshold was set to p < 0.05 (FWE-corrected) with a minimum cluster extent of two contiguous voxels. C is presented with small volume correction within bilateral superior, middle temporal gyri and temporopolar areas.
cortex playing a pivotal role (Heatherton et al., 2006; Denny et al., 2012) . The high solicitation of the self in the High EC condition could thus explain the overlap of the activations with DMN structures (Kjaer et al., 2002; Schneider et al., 2008; Whitfield-Gabrieli et al., 2011) .
As expected, we found that a higher emotional charge led to a more widespread pattern of activations, which can practically serve the clinical objective, i.e. the detection of residual covert activity in patients with severe and chronic disorders of consciousness.
Speech and voice processing
The temporal voice areas located in bilateral superior temporal sulci (Belin et al., 2000) were activated during speech auditory, speech linguistic, and voice familiarity processing. Our study also revealed involvement of the left caudate nucleus body and the bilateral medial temporal lobes in linguistic processing, thus confirming their implication in language processing (Meyer et al., 2005; Tomasi and Volkow, 2012; Gro¨nholm et al., 2016) .
Declarative memory
Listening to autobiographical (AM) rather than semantic memory (SM) triggered DMN-like activations. Semantic autobiographical memory (SAM) elicited more activations than episodic autobiographical memory (EAM). EAM chosen by the relative may have been more relevant for the relative than for the subject himself. SAM has a more general aspect, relevant for both relative and subject. Furthermore, SAM plays an Fig. 3 . Declarative memory. Cerebral activation during passive listening to autobiographical (A), episodic autobiographical (B) and semantic autobiographical (C) rather than general semantic narratives, and general semantic rather than autobiographical narratives (D) (see Table 3 for an extensive description). Slice MNI coordinates are z = À15, 2, 34, 50 for A, C, D and z = À15, 2, 34, 51 for B; x = 0; the right hemisphere is on the right side. Statistical significance threshold was set to p < 0.05 (FWE-corrected) with a minimum cluster extent of two contiguous voxels. B and C are presented with small volume correction within the volume of contrast A.
important role in maintaining the integrity of the self (Haslam et al., 2011) and structuring life stories (Thomsen, 2009) .
The SM versus AM contrast only revealed the right supramarginal gyrus. The neural basis of SM is generally associated with temporopolar and rhinal cortices (Davies et al., 2009) . Those structures were present in the AM condition compared to silence, and consequently may have escaped being made visible by the SM > AM contrast.
ROI-set analysis
Independent ROI analysis confirmed the preponderant contribution of narratives with high emotional charge (i.e. autobiographical content) in triggering cerebral activation, beyond regions specifically involved in autobiographical memory processing: in SM ROI-set, semantically meaningful narratives increased the BOLD signal, and this increase was significantly greater with high emotional charge narratives; in Voice ROI-set and Language ROIset, there was a positive gradient of BOLD signal as a function of the emotional content of the stimulus.
CONCLUSION
Using a novel fMRI protocol in healthy subjects, we showed that passive listening to narratives with graduated emotional charge led to graduated cerebral activations, with the highest charge triggering the largest recruitment of brain regions. Voice familiarity and autobiographical memory turned out to be efficient as an emotional gradient to trigger serial cerebral activations. Furthermore, the greater effect of high emotional narratives on BOLD signal increase was not only observed in autobiographical memory-sensitive areas, but also in voice-sensitive, language-sensitive and semantic memory-sensitive areas. Priority should be given to semantic autobiographical rather than episodic autobiographical for the selection of relevant memory content by the relative.
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